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Background

� Established in 1997 by the Caribbean Community 

(CARICOM) Governments, the Caribbean Regional 

Negotiating Machinery (CRNM) is the principal

regional intergovernmental organisation mediating the 

Caribbean’s encounter with the global trading system. Caribbean’s encounter with the global trading system. 

� The CRNM has primary responsibility for coordinating 

and spearheading a cohesive, coherent regional trade 

policy, both strategically and on technical issues under 

negotiation.
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Member States

� The membership comprises the 
independent states of CARICOM, as well 
as Cuba and the Dominican Republic. 

� Viz. Antigua & Barbuda, Bahamas, � Viz. Antigua & Barbuda, Bahamas, 
Barbados, Belize, Cuba, Dominica, 
Dominican Republic, Grenada, Guyana 
Haiti, Jamaica, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. 
Lucia, St. Vincent & the Grenadines 
Suriname and Trinidad & Tobago 
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Structure

Mandate
The CRNM is responsible for developing and maintaining a cohesive

and effective framework for the coordination and management of the

Caribbean’s external trade negotiating resources and expertise. Our

mission is to help Member States maximize the benefits ofmission is to help Member States maximize the benefits of

participating in global trade negotiations by:

� Providing sound advice

� Facilitating the generation of national and regional positions

� Coordinating the formulation of a cohesive negotiating strategy

� Leading negotiations where appropriate
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Strategic Framework 

Programme Activities and Focus

� Consultations and formulation of regional 

negotiating positions: Ensuring maximum 

effectiveness obtained from presence at negotiating arenas by 
facilitating the involvement of national and regional resource 
groups/individuals in the development of strategies through the groups/individuals in the development of strategies through the 
use of Information Technology, convening of Reflection and 
Technical Working Groups and preparation of technical papers.

� Representation in negotiating forums: Ensure 

that the region is present at the negotiating table so that its 
interests are reflected in the content of agreements.
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Strategic Framework 

Programme Activities and Focus

� Building of regional negotiating capacity: 
Ensure technical capacity and trade negotiation skills are 
developed and sustained in the region.

� Research and studies: Enable provision of 

appropriate advice on strategies to negotiating teams by appropriate advice on strategies to negotiating teams by 
identifying and addressing knowledge gaps and needs through 
technical research and analysis.

� Resource mobilisation and project 

management: Strengthen technical and professional 

capacity of the both CRNM and member states to effectively 
support the negotiating teams by identifying needs and mobilising 
human and financial resources to achieve the region’s goals.
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Negotiating Theatres

� Currently, CRNM is involved on behalf of its member 

states in a packed agenda of trade negotiations, and is 

engaged in its most formidable negotiations to date, 

both in terms of scale and complexity.

� The main negotiating theatres in which the Region is � The main negotiating theatres in which the Region is 

simultaneously involved are: (i) World Trade 

Organization (WTO); (ii) Economic Partnership 

Agreement (EPAs) with The European Union; and (iii) 

bilateral negotiations, which currently are primarily 

focused on negotiations with Canada.
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Broad Consultation and 

Negotiation Process
Caribbean Heads of Government

The Caribbean Heads of Government maintain the highest level of oversight and approval of the  regions 

external trade negotiations.

↑

Prime Ministerial Sub-Committee on External Negotiations 

Reviews COTEDs recommendations and provides further management and guidance on external 

negotiation positions.  It submits recommendations to Caribbean Heads for approval.

↑

CARICOM Council for Trade and Economic Development/CARIFORUM Council of MinistersCARICOM Council for Trade and Economic Development/CARIFORUM Council of Ministers

Recommendations of the College and TWGs are submitted to COTED for review and approval.

↑

CRNM and College of Negotiators

CRNM provides technical advice and coordinates the negotiations through the College.

↑

Technical Working Groups (TWGs)

CRNM convenes regional TWGs to discuss each negotiating subject. These meetings include senior officials 

from Member States; the Regional Secretariats; representatives from the regional private sector; the 

CRNM; and external experts as necessary. The purpose of the TWGs is to provide fora for regional 

consultation needs to develop proposals and build consensus.

↑

National Consultations

Take place to arrive at national positions on negotiation issues. This process includes members of the 

private sector and non-governmental organizations. 8



Governance

� The governance structure established by the Heads 

provides for reporting to CARICOM Council for Trade 

and Economic Development (COTED) which provides 

CRNM with guidance and its negotiating mandate.  

The Director General is also responsible to the The Director General is also responsible to the 

Caribbean Heads of government through the Prime 

Ministerial Committee on External Negotiations.

� Financial Governance: CRNM has a finance 

committee which comprises representatives of some 

member states, a representative of the CARICOM 

Secretariat and the CRNM Director General and 

Directors.
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The CRNM Team

� The CRNM management team is comprised of a Director-
General, a Senior Director with overarching responsibility for the 
technical work of the organisation; a Director of Technical 
Cooperation & Partnerships responsible for relations with the 
donor community and the overall management of grant 
agreements; and a Director of Finance and Administration agreements; and a Director of Finance and Administration 
responsible for budget finance and administration matters.

� The technical team comprises Caribbean Nationals who are 
experts in the various issues which are the subject of the 
negotiations . 

� Some CRNM technical serve along side other regional experts 
as negotiators or alternates in the College.
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The CRNM Team Cont’d

� The CRNM is headquartered in Jamaica whose Prime 

Minister holds Prime Ministerial responsibility within 

CARICOM for External Negotiations. Barbados 

houses the CRNM sub-office and the CRNM also 

maintains a presence in the Organisation of Eastern maintains a presence in the Organisation of Eastern 

Caribbean States (OECS) in St. Lucia, in the 

Cooperative Republic of Guyana, the Republic of 

Trinidad and Tobago, Belgium and Switzerland.

� The work of the organisation is supported by a small 

team of technical and administrative staff.
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CRNM Donor Support

� Canada – Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA)

� Federal Republic of Germany - Deutsche Gesellschaft für 
Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ) 

� United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland –
Department for International Development and Cooperation 
(Caribbean) (DFIDC)(Caribbean) (DFIDC)

� United States of America – Agency for International 
Development (USAID)

� Caribbean Development Bank (CDB)

� Commonwealth Secretariat (COMSEC)

� European Union (EU)

� Inter American Development Bank (IDB)

� Ad hoc bilateral support
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CRNM Partners – Indicative List

The CRNM also has working relationships with the 

following institutions:

� CARICOM Secretariat

� Association of Caribbean States (ACS)

� Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS)� Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS)

� University of the West Indies

� Organization of American States (OAS)

� United Nations Council Trade and Development 

(UNCTAD)

� World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)

� World Trade Organization (WTO)
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